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LAN SLATE
FIX
N-M'rCLEL
any Leade
Reports Decision
TammBRYA
in New York Regarding
Presidency.

Police and other rounders tot
U
briskly U JUDGE LIGHTFOOT HAS CALL- LODGE ROOM AND ONE BUSI• ARV. L. L. PICKETT DELIVERS U declared that snow fell
NESS QUARTER TAKEN
ng for a few
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somebody
GETHER TODAY.
Will
NIGHT.
13 moments.
-,
,man
• please assassinate the
niaU who works the weather
U chine.

Omaha, Neb., May t4.—Austin W.
Tidd, an active member of Tammany
ASSERTED THAT ELECTION 014
half, who called on 'Mayor Dahlman
.19,5 WILL BZ THROWN
to4y, said the powers that be in
OUT.
New York had decided on Bryan for
tbi titesidefitY, lfcCtellarrfor the vice'
presiency and Dahlman for chairman
of the democratic national committee.
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CONDEMNS
CITY JUDGE
•

ARCHITECT WILL DRAW
.
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OFF PENCIL SKETCHES
DETAILED INFORMATION
EVERYTHING READY FOR THE
WITH JAIL IN BASEMMENT
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR XECETTHINGS WOULD BE GREATING AT MAVVILLE.
LY BETTERED.
•

RUMOR RAS If
FUSIONISTS WIN
REPORTS PERSISTENTLY
FORECAST DECISION
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PREVENTED

AND THEY EVEN PURPORT TO
GIVE HOW THE JUDGES
VOTED.
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TO CO-OPERATE ALL NOSED%
WITH AMERICA BUT BOB M'GEE
PROTECTORATE FOR SOUTH HE GOES TO THE GRAND JURY
AMERICAN REPUBLICS
ON A CHAROE OF
.
IDEA OF DIAZ.
.
BURGLARY.

5.!

President of MiliZittO T elks of ;hit Samuel Liebel Given Continuance on
Both Warrants Pending
Trouble With Guatemala And
Does Not Want Blood.
Against Him.

Relieves
ortte 's
t
rst WIN
Of
ains

Helpint; Hand

Thousands of women, after trying many different kinds of treatment for theit.obstinate afflictions or diseases, have found in Cardui
a
helping hand. If you suffer from any of the painful and distressing diseases peculiar to your sex, take Cardul, for it will probably do as well
for you as it did for Mrs. Wm. Turner, of Bartonville, Ill., who writes:
"Before taking

New York, May 14.—In the course
Robert McGee, colored, was held
of a lengthy interview in the City of to the grand jury by Acting Judge
Mexico, published in the Herald to- Eugene Graves in the police court,
day, President Diaz gave out a on the charge of breaking into the
statement of the feeling of Mexico old Blacknall saloon at zoa South
_toward _Guatemala and his ideas for Ninth street and stealing some whisI suffered untold agony for 8 years with various female diseases.
I had bearing-down
remedying the conditions prevailing ky, ergara,—brandy and other goods.
pains
and pains In my head and back. I doctored and doctored
in some of the Central American re- McGee went to jail on failing to give
and finally I was
operated on, but I suffered all the more. I then tried medicines
$too bond. George Armstrong, Will
publics.
•
without relief, so I
''Mexico," he said, "has through- Jefferson and Mary Eliza Craig were
finally began to take Wine of Cardut. I have now been taking it for
WRITE US FREELY
about a year and it
out all this trouble with Guatemala, dismissed of being implicated in the
has improved me wonderfully. I can do all my housework and work
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
in my garden every
which came so near forcing us into case.
troubles, and stat.,4 your age. We will send you
day. Cardui has brought comfort to me in many ways. I am in
war, maintained the attituile of a
Chester Wharton was fined $1 and
good health; my nerves
TM ADVICE,in plain sealed envelope, and a valare stronger; I am regular and suffer NO PAIN."
friendly power. ;.-That attitude is costs for being drunk, while Henry
uable =Book q0'lime Treatment for Women."
Try It.
a .01.
: Lease' Advisory Department, The
still maintained. We do not want Hall was given the same assessment
Cliwe.t.cooga medicine Co., Chattanooga, Teen.
to shed blood to show the Guatama- for intoxication.
0 it
lan government the error of their
A man named Looney was given
way, and will not resort to that ex- a continuance until today of the
treme measure unless some overt act breach of the peace charge against
or insult be committed, which will him.
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116L. (From the U. 6. Department of Ag-

riculture Report.)
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We have just received a lot
of, Brown Panama and Silk
Skirts $6.50 up.

Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair
25 cents Per Jar

_

J. D. BACON
Pharmacist

7th & Jackson St

317 BROADWAY

COFFEE HOUSES
"a CHAUTAUQUA
M4 COMING rim oiino&i

CONGRESSMEN
IN PADUCAH

Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles

FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO's.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.

S. E. MITCHELL

Guy Nance abSon

Bet Kentucky andlIllinois Coal

Also depkr in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
I

CUNNINGHAM

Phones: Old 960, Neu 2115f.

• •. •-•

Thirteenth and'Adams Street
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BOSOM IRONERS
CONSTITUTION
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WHY?
First.
Because it irons stnothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
_
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kenby
tuck4. Satisfy yourself
sending us your laundry.
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ENTIRE FAMILY'S RUMOR HAS IT RUSSELL SAGE'S
FUSIONISTS
WIN
TEN MILLIONS
SKIN AFFECTIONS

II

Ii

Mother Suffered Six Years with
Eczema -Baby Cured of Heat
Rash -Father, Mother, and Child
Have Scalp and Hair Troubles.

"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
-MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars

(Continued from Page One.)

WILL BE SPENT BY FOUNDATION ORGANIZED IN
and fusionist sources and was the
NEW YORK.
same as that said to have been- received by the fusion leaders. It said
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTERthat the cases would be decided and
Mrs.41Sage Elected P'jrisaidisnt And
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
that the democrats would lose.
Robert W. DeForest
One rumor had it that the decision
BAND ACCOUNT.
Glenn of Baltimore Officers.
will be handed down tomorrow. Another report was +that the decision
"My wife had mama for five or six would not come until Wednesday, but
New York, May 14.-The Russell
years. It was on her face and would both of 'these rumors were to the
come and go. We had read so much same effect, that the court will de- Sage Foundation, to which Mrs.
about Cuturit Remedies that we
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
thought we would give them a trial. c'are no election was held in Louis- Sage recently gave $to,000,noo and
which has been incorporated by a
We did so, and it has now been about ville.
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
four years, and she has never had a sign
special act of the legislattderWit tri=
Judges Deny Decision.
of eczema since. She also used them
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS,
In contravention of these reports day formally organized by the eleclipth about a year ago for her 'pap.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
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Sage
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Saturmade
statements
only
lase
Round trip $16.80.. Special
helped her hair greatly. I myself
ert W. DeForest and John M. Glenn,
train will leave Paducah about
useci Cutioura Soap and Cuticura Oint- day by two of the judges of the'court
of Baltimore, secretary and director.
of
ago
Louisville
time
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some
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for
ment
I
They
hair.
May
carrying
noon,
afith,
now have a vary heavy head of hair and Saturday and, while they would not
The following were elected trustthrorugh sleepers to Richmond,
It does not fall out. W. need CutiMrs. Russell Sage„R. W. Deees:
contest
the
discus*
cases,
and
would
balm,
who was
ours Remedies tor oar
account Confederate Reunion.
nearly bald when young. Me has very not even intimate what steps had been Forest, Cleveland H. Dodge, Qaniel
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
nice hair now. She is very fleshy, and taken by the judges, said positively C. Gilman, John M. Glenn, Helen M.
we had so much trouble with heat that
Account Spring meeting Jockey
that no final decision had been C iuld, Gertrude S.. Rice, Louisa Lee'
we would baths her with Outl
Cutieura
"ft
slaty
Oin
thee
and
reached and that the cases had not :.,.:buyler and Robert C. Ogden.
310 Broadway
6th,
Club, $6.95 round::-ip, May
drywouldheat up so much
Mr. Glenn has long ',peen president
been settled. These judges said this
else.
give
We
to
thanks
ang
than
returning May 7th; &es round
the Cuticura Remedies. Mr. B. B. much only, but assented with great o the board of supervisors of city
Springtaire, 323 So. Capitol Street. vehemence that any report of a de= charities of Baltimore, president of
trip May 4th. good returning
Iowa City, Ia., July 16, 1906 and &pt.
eision having been reached must, of the national conference of charities
16, 1906."
June 9th; May 5-m48-u-e3 and
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and corrections, etc.
necessity, be erroneous.
eg. June 1-5 and 5th, limit two
The following limitations of scope
Since their departure, however, the
days.
ruirsors of a decision have been more have been adopted by the trustees:
A-The foundation will not atwidely circulated than ever, and yesLOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. Seethed by Curticura, when All terday ail of Louisville was saying tempt to
relieve individual or family
Elie Falls.
that the cases had been determined need. The function is to eradicate,
Mystic Shrine and German RapFor rashes, itchings, &adage,
and the public said that Louisville so far as possible, the causes of povblotches, strong perspiration, would have to have another contest erty and ignorance,- rather than to
ti* Brethren, April 95th to May
scaly, crusted humors
of skin and scalp, red for city offices this fall. The rumors relieve the sufferings ot those who
zilch; round trip Oast; limit
rough hands. itching. had spread beyond the politicians and are poor or ignorant.
tender feet, and sanavet.
July
B-The sphere of higher education
tive, antiseptic, cleans- business men generally were discussing of infants,ohildren. ing. the probable effecia of an election that served by our universities and
VIRGINIA.
JAMESTOWN,
and adults, Cuticura in Louisville this fall.
colleges, will not be within the scope
Soap and Cut/cars
Grainger May Be Mayor.
of the 'Sage foundation. That is the
the great
3oth-T$
()lathiest,
April 19th tp November
skin mare and purest
It is asserted by democratic attor- sphere of the general education
•
and sweetest of emol- neys that in the event of a decision board.
days-123.75. Coach excursions
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• ion special dates--$ Booevery
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CLEVELAND,
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their official positions, and hold them
LAKE STEAMER, BURNS
until another election his been held.
be is contended that Charles F. GrainDetroit, Mich., 11!:-.y t4.-The mageer will become mayor again, and nificent new passenger steamer City
that the men who were elected with of Cleveland, under construction at
•
him will go back to the city hall and the plant of the Detroit ShipbuildConductorsup their old positions. The con- ing company for the Detroit and
take
Memphis, Tenn, May 4.-Before
is Ow Mr7Grainger and the Cleveland Ntivig-ation company, and
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runnoon today Memphis was almost
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nth and Broadway.
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democratic attorneys 'that, in the
cept for her hull and machinery. How
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STEAM BOILER,
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Grainger
qualified,
or
Mr.
*gnat Union Depot.
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fzIls upon the Detroit Ship Building
visitors are being well cared for.
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eral hundred delegates to the conattorneys also arreee that this is the
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The conductors will be in session a followed in the event of a decision surance
The proceedings declaring no election in tone.
week or longer.
"DOING" TIME.
will consist of the usdal consideraIt is stated that there is no truth
Rom 5, Columbia Building. tion
reports and the discussion of in the rumors generally circulated to
PADUCAH,XY.
various questions of importance to the effect that Gov. Beckham will at- Some One Stole Pendulum Off Court
Clock at Owensboro.
the order. So far as is now known tempt to appoint a mayor, in the
Old Phone 1992.
Someone has been -doing" time
no matters of unusual interest or im- event of a decision in favor of the
accordi”g to the Inportance are to be brought up.
fusionists. It was reported that Gov. at Owensboro,
9Though the delegates wit be kept Beckham would appoint County At- quirer, which says:
"Janitor Win. Hedges, of the
pretty busy they are expected to find
R W. Bingkiam as mayor, in
DR. ADRIAN ROYER, time to enjoy the various features of Iforney
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be
entertainment
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Gov.
that
said
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election.
Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth. honor. The downtown streets are
Circuit court room clock
ham intended to appoint Mr. Bingham lum of the
profusely decorated in red, white mayor to serve, pending the settle- and he was at a loss to know what
Old Phone, Office, 175.
For the Convenience of our patrols. and the citizens of Paducah, we
and green, the official colors of the ment by the courts of the question could have prompted a miscreant to have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the aware
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY. order.
so mean. He searched
as to who will be mayor during the do a thing
ing Register office at eaa Broadway, where the public is invited to eall
unable
was
but
to find any trace of
;
time before the election.
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
the timeRED HOT CAMPAIGN
In view of these rumors, which the. missing essential of
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
AGAINST TOBACCO TRUST have stirred Ullp Louisville migheilei l piece. Mr. Hedges does not often
D. C., May 14.- during the last few days, the eventii. .have such bad luck with property in
Washington,
(Homeopathist.)
There will be no immediate proceed- of the near future are awaited with his charge."
Office 306 Broadway, Phone i910. ings against the tobteco trust, but a great interest.
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ho Broadway, Phone t4e mass of evidence being gathered by
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,Special Agent McReynolds and Atgathering-Important
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Nashville, Tenn., May 14.--TReports ALLEOTIENY CITY, PA.
MANITOU, COLO.
ous. Action will be instituted in New
Office 1707 Meyers Street
' ATI ANTA, GA.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
York. The attorney general is tired t.as ever been held in America thin submitted to .the college of bishop,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
of insinuations that he is not attend- that which will assemble in this city of the Methodist Episcpal church. BALTIMORE, MD.
Telephone 377.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
ing
to business., and he Intends to next week on the occasion of the South, in session here, show an in- BOSTON, MASS.
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It promises to be not only the targest ient,. it was reported, particularly BROOKLYN, N. Y.
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST, trusts, he says.
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assembly of its kind ever held but tile Korea, is turning to Christianity. EITSTALO, N. Y.
Trneheart Building.
NEW HAVEN, COIOL
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of men representing every branch of is here, except Bishops Wilson and CINCINNATI. 0.
-Telephone 511-R.
NEWPORT, KY.
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It is understood that the disclosures the chief addresses during the busi- morning in Woodmen's Hall.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
point to a necessity of re-organizing ness meetings and at the banquet on convention hall was brightened by DETROIT, MICH.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
_
the entire mint force from superin- the closing of the convention are: the presence of a number of women DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
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SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE

ALL GIVE THANKS
TO CUTICURA REMEDIES

THE FOLLOWING REPUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED

Our Home Savings Bank

MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

SKIN IRRITATIONS

E.COULSON,

P
,
I
LUMIINGII
Steam and Hot Water Heating,
11

tt

1:

•

FOR FURTHER PAR
TICULARS APPLY TO

l

J. T. Donovan,

Phone 133.
t: t::: tt
t:

220 N. Third

t:s:St

Abram L. Well & Co
INSURANCE AGENCY

IR.'M. Prather

Both Residence: 72F
Office Phone 369:
CAMMItll BUILDINf

ALN W. BARILEY,

Caron Directory Cmopany
Of- Louisville, Kentucky

Branch Office in Paducah a The

REGISTER OFFICE

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS

4

PRICE $4.00
CARON iplitaSCTORY COMPANY
•
Office4 • 523 Broadway
.
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Rupture

ATTORNEYS' FEE MORTGAGE
FOLLOWS THE PROPERTY

'AAA 11, •)

l(t)V)Lt)/
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1

4.

;11
!‘ ,
•
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Can be cured if the proper truess is
adjusted. The worst case can be relieved.

We guarantee perfect satis-

faction in every instance. Would be
pieaed to have you call and let our
expert examine you.

A DRUG STORE
111-T/Sc BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huyler's Candies.
al 23 it 32 32 12 32 it anass 32 32 32 it 32
SI
U

u POPULAR WANTS. 22
aisaart 23 22 32 32 VI 3:1 It 22 S: 23 32 32
FINE PASTURE, abundant clear
water, 5 miles of city. Phone gli-rz.
FOR RENT—Nicety furnished secfront room, 837 Jefferson
od
WANTED—A good lady solicitor.
Deis money for hustler. Call at Register office.
WANTED—Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone goz-a.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jefferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
LOST—White Engl'sh bulldog. Finder return to Pat Grogan at 922
Trimble street and get reward
LOST—One roan mare pony and
one black horse pony. Return to got
Washington street and receive reward.
Bargains. in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearly new, cash or payments. 'Phone 1041a. W. T. Miller
& Bro.

LAWYERS HAVING $2,000 LEGAL FEE CLAIM AGAINST REHKOPF HAVE TO GET MONEY OUT OF PROPERTY—REFEREE BAGBY DECIDED THE $19,00o THE AMERICAN-GERMAN BANK LOANED REHKOPF WAS NOT "SUPPLIES"—
BENTON MERCANTILE COMPANY CREDITORS CALLED
FOR.

pore
.
• i ..4
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Competition

.
'
4
55
400.
1111

, Judge Walter Evans of the United
States court at Louisville yesterday
sustained the decision of Referee
Bagby of the local bankruptcy court,
-wherein the latter decides that Lawyers Crice, Ross & Campbell must
collect their $2,000 lawyers' fee
mortgage off the properties belonging
to E. Rehkopf before they were sold
to satisfy his creditors in bankruptcy. The decision-of--the judge disposes
of the matter at issue in this particular instance..
These three attorneys performed
lawyers' work for E. Rehkopf before
the latter was forced into bankruptcy. To satisfy their fee of $2,000
Rehkopf gave them a mortgage on
his properties: and the sum has never
yet been paid. When Rchkopi was
forced into bankruptcy his properties
were sold for beneit of the general
creditors. The --attorneys' mortgage
was on all his proyperty, and after
every piece was disposed of Lawyers
Crice, Ross and. Campoell asked the
referee to have the $2,000 fee paid
out of the money derived from sale
of the properties by the trustee in
charge of the bankruptcy estate. Referee Bagby decided that the $2,ono
could not be paid ou of the proceeds received from sale of the properties, but that the lawyers would
have. to make their fee oet of the
properties that had passed into the
hands of purchasers who bought
every piece at. the . bankruptcy trustees' sale. In other words if the parties buying in the properties did not
pay . off the $12,000 mortgage, the
three lawyers wo 'd. have to: ke the
purchasers of the proper-y and get
their money that way.
The lawyers appealed the referee's
decision to judg Evans in hopes of
getting Mr. Bagby reversed, but the
judge sustained the referee and directs the attorneys .o proceed to
collect their fees in the manner pointed out by the referee.
Decides $19,000 Point.
Referee Bagby yesterday decided

that the $19,000 the American-German National bank loaned E. Rehkopf did not come under the head
of "supplies" therefore could not be
recovered in fu'l by the bank, but the
amount will have to be credited with
the pro rata of the assets going to
the general creditors.
The law is that if one party furnishes the latter supplies so the latter can carry on his 'business, that
the party furnishing the supplies can
recover the total value of the goods
furnished, in case the purchaser goes
into bankruptcy. The bank set up the
claim shit the $19,00o furnished Rehkopf was as much "supplies" as anything else, it being to help Rehkopf
carry on his business just like anyone supplying him leather goods, etc.
Under this head the bank claimed it
was entitled to recover the $19,000
in full, but Referee Bagby decided
that it was not "supplies" hence it
would have to come in amongst the
general claims, and not the preferable ones. The bank lawyers yesterday notified the referee that they
would appeal Mr. Bagby's decision
to Judge Evans at Louisyille in hopes
of securing a reversal of the referee's
opinion is the matter.
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Bankrupt Case Referred.
Referee Bagby Yesterday 'received
from Judge Evans the papers passing to the referee the Benton Mercantile company's bankrupt proceedings. The referee has directed the
interested attorneys to furnish him
with a list of the mercantile company's creditors, so the referee can
notify each crenitor to meet upon
whatever date is to be chosen within
the next two weeks, and elect the
trustees to have charge of the company's business while it is being
wound up. Creditors filed the petition at Louisvi"e asking Judge Evans
to force the company into bankruptcy
and he adjudged accordingly. The
house is located at Benton, Ky.
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0. Pfingst, H. P. Sights, H. M.
.
Childress.
2. Radical Cure of 'aiming aernia
—P. 11. Stewart, Paducah. DiscussLOST—A Sic) bill and one silver
ion by J. G. Hart, J. A. H. Miller,
dollar on Elizabeth street between
W. S. Stone
Third and Fourth. Liberal reward.
3. Is Membraneous Croup 1)iph-1
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone MonuMira. Beasley, 322 Elizabeth street.
N1'
theria?—C. E. Purcell, Paducah. Dis-,
ments which stsow the best of workmanship and high decussion by E. G. Thomas, W. W
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Holland.
S.
Z.
Richmond,
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers ReMonuments have an air of distinction.
Able-boded unmarried men between
4. Relation of Hereuity and Early
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
paired;
Mill
and
Steamboat
Supplies;
Hammer
Heavy Steam
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
and
DeDisease
Environments to
line
of curbing and monuments in
and
temStates, of good character
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
fects of Children.—Vernon Blythe,
perate habits, who can speak, read
Paducah Discussion by E. B. CUird.
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines.
and write English. For information
G. If. Covington, R. M. Jones.
Works Salesroom and 0 ffice First and Kentucky avenue.
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
5. Report of a Case of "Phantom
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Pregnancy"—B. P. Earle, Dawson.
line in the Purchase.
220 South Third St.
Discussion by John A. Jones, J. L.
Dismukes, Sr., C. H. Linn.
Afternoon Seccion.
3. Albuminuria Following Pregnancy; Report of One Case—L E. Nichols, St. Charles. Discussion by H.
T. Crouch, B. P. Earle, W. G. Kinsolving.
a. The Modern Hospital—H. P.
'Sights, Paducah. Discussion by E.
A. Stevens, J. R. Lnten, E. D. McSUMMER PLAYHOUSE CROWD- 11 %
ED WITH, "TRAVELING
Morris. '
IT WAS A VERY HANDSOME AFFAIR ANID FITTING FINALE
3. Diphtheria Antitoxin and Its
MAN" LOVERS.
FOR FIRST DAY'S SESSION OF THE SOUTHWESTERN KEN- Uses—E. R. parle, Paducah. Dis.
•••••11
TUCKY MEDICAL SOCIETY—DR. VAN SILLEY ELECTED cussion by H. R. Meltoi., T. M. BaPRESIDENT, WHILE PADUCAH IS DOUBLY RECOGNIZED ker, B. B. Grifgth.
Miss Nell Paxton and Mr. Peter PurWITH NEW OFFICERS—GAT HERING CLOSES TODAY.
4
,Surgery of the Uterer—Irvan
year United Yesterday MornWhen you buy a Fountain Pen from us you can give it a thorough
Abell, Paducah. Discussion by J. G.
ing by Father Jansen.
trial, test it in every way, find out if the point suits you. mos how
Brooks, Frank Boyd, E. R. Ilearne.
Last evening a grand banquet•was T. L. Lanakins, W. A. Page, R. A.
5. Cardiac Diseases as Met by the
perfectly it feeds, see that it does not leak or overflow, in fact.
given at The Palmer to the Paducah Brown, T M Baker, E. G. Thomas, J. General Prattitioner—L. L. Smith,
Last evening the summer play
you are to be your own judge as to whether or not you have exphysicians and those attending the T. Reddick, Vernon Blythe, H. T. Paducah.
Discussion by W. W.
house at Wallace park was filled with
annual gathering of the Southwestern Crouch, C. H. Linn, T. L. Phillips, H. Richmond, E. B. McMorris, W. R.
actly the pen you want. If it does not suit you in every particumany hundreds people. drawn out by
Kentucky Medical association that T. Carter, Charles Hunt, S. M. Mor- Moss.
the third production of "The Travellar, return it and GET YOUR MONEY.
convened here yesterday morning. It ris, H. P. Sights, L. L. Smith, F. V. 6. Prenatal Impressions — B. T.
ing Man" that proved as entertaibing
was a very swell affair, Dr. J. T. Red- Kinsbrough, J. W. Robinson, W. A. Hall, Paducah. Discussion by H. E.
We have a fine line, an kinds of points, from St.00 to Ss.00.
as the first night given last week.
dick presiding as itioastmaster,while Ashbrook, W. J. Bass, W. M. Cooley, Prather, H. T. Crouch, E. B. WillThe cas s continued its reputation for
Suppose you try one of our Parker "Lucky Curve" Pens. You can't
covers were laid for about seventy- , W. W. Richmond, C. E. Purcell. P. A. ingham.
excellence and the audience was high- five guests who whiled away a happy
go
wwrong if you buy it.
Ps
,
J.
Bass,
Moore, C. H. Brothers, Ed Young, P.
"Anestheitia"—W.
7.
.
.4 I
ly pleased at the affair. Originally time
until earl; this morning, all the H. Stewart, E. B. Willingham, J. E. ducah. Discussion by W. H. Graves,
it was intended to present the play seasonable delicacies being served.
Craig, Frank Boyd, C. W. Webb, H. G. If. Covington, C. N. Crawita4d1
again tonight but this has been withLast night the closing business G. Reynolds. '
Volunteer papers.
drawn and no performance will be
feature
of
the
first
ray's
session
was
-ori this evening.
the election of officers, and the folToday's Program.
At Harbour's Department, Store
Budweiser, king of httttled *Ulm,
lowing
were chosen: Dr. Van StilThe program for today is as fol- in family size cases of two dozers
Paxton-Puryear.
Benton,
president;
ley,
of
Dr.
J.
V.
lows:
At 10:30 o'clock yesterday morning
bottles to the case, delivered to any
Ximbrough, of the county, first viceMorning Session Today.
Miss Nell Pamton and Mr Peter Purcity on short notice. Ati..
pres'clent; Dr.13r
ivis,
- of Lowes, sec- • 3. The Faucial Tonsil and its part of the
yua.r were married at the St. Francis
Brewing Assoeistitats
heuser-Busch
For the most improved method of ADVERTISE IN THE REGIWYT
ond vice-president; Dr. C. E. Purcell, Tricatmena ISurgically—H. G. Reyde Sales parsonage by Rev. Father
Branch; both phones 112. J. H.
Hecker, nolds, Paducah. Discus,ion by A.
Paducah;
secretary;
Dr.
of
carpet cleaning, phone tar.
AND GET RESULTS.
Jansen, it being a quiet. but very
Steffen, manager.
of Graves county, historian; Dr. C.
pretty ceremonial that united two
H. Bothers, of Paducah, treasurer.
well known young people. The only
Clinton, Ky., was chosen as the next
attendants were the groomsmen, Mr.
place of meeting.
Puryear,
brother
Marshall
of the
Yesterday morning the invocation
greom, and Mr. Edwin J. Paxton,
was
delivered by Rev. W. T. Bolling
brother of the btide. „Only the immediate families witnessed the cere- at the city hall general assembly
mony, agd after the nuptials the chamber, where the business sessions
happy pair went east on their two are being conducted. - Mayor Yeiser
then presented the'-welcoming address.
weeks' bridal tour, returning from
to which Dr. S. D. Reynols, of Louiswhich they reside at the Puryear
ville, responded. The' business was
home pn Tenth and Jefferson streets.
then entered into and many fine paRoth are among the city's most
pers delivered and iscussions held,
prominent young peoph., and exceedduring the morning and afternoon.
ingly popular, having a wide circle of
Those attending 'are: Drs. F. G.
friends who extend their wifthec for
LaRue, A. 0. Pfingst, Irvan Abell, D.
Mild] happiness.
S. fteynolds; D. B. Tyler, J. A. Jones,
J. S. TrOuttnan, E. B. Shelton, E..B.
Hand beat carpets are not dean. 'M'clionris, G. F. Beeler, J. M. Peck,
We have .a maciine. Poe tai.
W. S. Stone, V. A. Stilley, B. B. Gra'.
RPORATED
fith, J S. Davis, H. H. Hunt, C. 0.
Occasionally on Meet a man so un- Gingles, J. B. Droplet. S. Z.` Holland,
popular he might fi g we't become a
J. Q Taylor, 'W M. Mason, Jr., A. J.
4,4 catcher.
Bean, W. P1 Alexander. W. L. Mosby,
..
'goo
.
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MONUMENTS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS

WHITE BLEACHING STONE

JACKSON FOUNDRY lb MACHINE CO.

.PRESENTA11ON
WAS ENJOYABLE SWELL BANQUET GIVEN BY

J.E.Wffiiamson&Co

PHYSICIANS LAST NIGHT

FOUNTAIN PEN TALK

And A Guarantee that Makes You Satisfied

D. E.Wilson
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Book
Music Man

FOR THE BEST NAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254

R.EAL PITTSBURG

COAL

est Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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KENTUCKY STATE LAWI
AND ORDER LEAGUE

a-

ti

fj

FORMALLY ORGANIZED AT LOUISVILLE AND NOW
READY FOR AN ACTIVE BUSINESS.
Full Corps of Officers Selected and an Executive Committee Named From Each of the Eleven Congreseional Districts---A Broad, Liberal Platform
Adopted and One on Which Every
Good Citizen May Safely Stand.

•4

NO JAP-AMERICAN ALLIAN
Impossible Because of Frisco Race
Hatred Says Baron ()Aiwa.
New York, May 15.-"Japan has
looked earnestly for an alliance with
the United States because in substance we have always regarded this
country as a real ally of Japan. W1e
are desirous of having such an alliance if it could be arranged. As lohg
though, as any misunderstanding like
the anti-Japanese feeling in San Francisco exists it might not be possible
to bring about an alliance."
Thus spoke Baron Ozawa, member
of the house of peers and special representative of the emperor in an interview tonight. The baron is the
vice-president of the Japanese Red
Cross society
Baron Ozawa said that he would
report to the emperor that he found
no evidence of anti-Japanese feeling
existing anywhere in the country outside of San Francisco. He added
that the Ameriacns with whom he
talked had assured him that the Japanese were regarded as honest and
intelligent people. Baron Ozawa slid
that Japan had no dreams of further
territorial expansion in the Pacific
and declared that it was unecessary
for her to acquire other possessiops.

•a

yard over night and claims that Car- i
roll stole it Sunday.

etray Horse Out.
Mrs. Wood of the Lone Oak section of the county telephoned Lieutenant Frank Harlan yesterday that
she had taken up a stray horse, with
saddle thereon, the animal being
W. M. MITCHELL GETS ARfound out that way, roaming around. THIRD STREET METHODIST
RESTED SO AS TO TEST
CHURCH
CROWDED
THE CASE.
LAST NIGHT.
NO NEED OF SPECIAL STAMP

UNDERSTOOD LIQUOR MEN
PUT UP THE MONEY
SHOOTING
REPORTED
T0
HAVE OCCURRED UPON
SHANTYBOAT.

SECOND COMING

After July i ro Cents in Ordinary
Postage Will Insure Speed.
Washington, May t5.-No special
delivery postage stamps will be needed after July t'next to insure the immediate delivery of a letter.
Pursuant to an act
the last session of congress Postmaster General
Meyer today issued an order that on
and after July i next if there is attached to any letter or package of
mail matter to cents' worth of stamps
of any denomination with the words
"special delivery" written or printed
on the envlope or coVering in addition to the postage required for
ordinary delivery the areicle will be
handled as if it bore a regulation
special delivery stamp.

a

PREACHES AGAIN TONIGHT
UPON THAT SUBJECT
REV. SAMUEL MOORE WILL
PREACH TO COUNTY
SCHOOL GRADUATES.

RACES BETWEEN
MOTOR BOATS

THE PRESBYTERIAN
GENERAL ASSEMBHT

1,enice

4

1

'Formal organization of the Ken- ers of the league and one member
tucky State Law and Order League from each congressional district of
Mack McKinney Continues ImprovDelegation Left to Attend General
was effected yesterday, say • the Lots- the state, and that committee shall
ing at His Home on South
Assembly of Cumberland Presconthe
following:
provide
the
at
nal,
Courier-Jour
-Irvine
Third-Business With
byterian Church-Other
First-A competent legal comatee
vention of prominent ministers sod
the Officers.
the
in
collate
that
and
Mattes&
shall
prepare
az
state
the
over
Laymen from all
Masonic theater. At the outset of brief form for dissemination, the
the convention it was set forth that laws of the state, bearing on such
In order to test the validity of the
the organization which it was pro- offenses as need consideration.
Crowded to the doors was the
municipal ordinance under which
1. To secure the co-operation of
posed to form was to be strictly nonThird street Methodist church last
partisaskaand have for its purpose the the press of the State in giving ediMayor Yeiser last week revoked the
evening by an Immense throng drawn
enforceratfr-of the Kentucky stat- torial indorsement of the united efsaloon license of W. M. Mitchell of
to hear the sermon of Rev. L. L.
utes. The distinction of class or creed fort for law enforcement and in using
No. moo North Tenth street, MitPickett on "The Second Coming of
was to play no part in the work to tlie'r columns for the dissemination
chell sold liquor yesterday morning
be undertaken, and which will be un- of neediul and wholesotne informaChrist". The able and versatile etat les place and Sergeant Emile Gouder the direct supervision of an er- tion.
ponent handled his theme in a grand
ecutIve committee.
3. To provide for the organization
rieux immediately placed him under
manner and the intent of his words
A broad and liberal policy for the of a league in each county of the
his
for
bond
arrest.
He
executed
was
outwet e visibly impressed upon the inconduct of the organization
state and to encourage and stimulate
appearance in the police court this
lined by the various speakers and a those league to vigorous local en•
terested cong.reirefion.
morning to answer to the charge of
resolution was adopted to the effect forcement of the law.
He took as his text Revelations
o&-•-ettats ork of the league would be con4. To bring before the legislature CORPSE OF WOMAN FOUND IN selling liquor without a 'license. It MESSRS. SUTHERLAND AND 15-16, "Behold I Corneth as a Thief
ducted independently of the Kentucky such measures as are deemed necesin the Night," and "Blessed is lie
0
understood .many liquor men' have
THE RIVER YESMITCHELL ARE NOW
Anti-Saloon League and other organ- sary for efficient law •nforceemnt.
That Walked'," etc., and showed that
TERDAY.
IN CITY.
gone into an agreement to furnish
izations, although in so far as conis
5 To issue an address to the people
the second coming of Christ should
patible. the work of those bodies of the state setting faith the purpose
the money with which to fight this
not be unexpected at any time, as he
league's
the
by
furthered
would be
ordinance and get a test in the courts.
and plans c-f the league and to invite
would come into this world as surTowto-operation and assistance.
all good citizens regardless of creed, Thought to be Stewardess of
When the mayor raised kuch a Handsome Prizes Awarded to Motor prisingly as a thief treads. He pointMeeting
Boat
Winning
During
boat Henrietta That is Due
The convention held three sessions, polaical affiliation or race to join in
racket about City Attorney Toni
ed out the urgent necessity for everyof Egyptian Hustlers
Back Today or Toat which stirring addresses were the effort.
Harrison having dismissed the warbotly""to be prepared, showing that
at
Cairo.
morrow.
made by leeatuckians prominent in
rant charging Mitchell with keeping
6. To provide through the legal
comes for his treasures in a
Chirst
Al! of the committee the course of procedure in
Civic and religiout life
his saloon open and furnishing beer
quiet manner like a thief who never
speakers were enthusiastic and opti- suppressing vice and crime and to
to customers, one week from last
steals trash. He strongly eniphamis-•ic over the prospect of success give this information to the local
Mr. J. M. Mitchell chairman of the
The body of a woman supposed to Sunday, another warrant was immedisized that while the world was at
held out for the new organization.
be Miss Robbie Woodruff, was re- ately gotten out, Mitchell convicted. boat .committee, and Mr. J. C. Suth- the wickedest Christ may come,
leagues.
Olken /ascot
*
covered yesterday from the Tennee- fined a35 in, the police court, and erland, chairman of the program hence everybody should be prepared
Non Partisan.
The following officers were elected:
see river, beside Owen's island, in the mayor then took his license away committee, for the annual "brain- at all gmes to aniwer whatever sumBe it
President, the Hon. J. T. Earle,
Rescolved by this convention, That front of this,oity. and now lies at from him, the case against Mitchell storm" of the Egyptian Hustlers, are mons may come. Along this line he
mayor of Latonia; first vice-president, this organization is absolutely non- the Guy Nance St Son undertaking
being a sure one with plenty of evi- in the city working up interest among talked eloquently and fervently for
the Hon. N B. Deatherage, of Rich- partisan and has for its sole object parlors on tSouth Third street, awaitdespite the fact Attorney liar- owners- oi boats and securing them to over an hour, an! at the close of the
&nee,
mond; second viee-president, Judge thc better enforcement of all our illy complete identification by
the
had
the first warrant dismissed. enter the contest to be given
the
tison
sermon there was a great forward
C. H. Bush, of Hopkintiville; third laws. We will heartily commend any crew of the steamboat Henrietta that
do not Hustlers during their meetingbyJune surge by those imploring prayer* on
city
of
men
the
liquor
The
vice-presidenh the Hon. C. E. Woods, official,
regardless of party affiliation, 1. due today or tomorrow frau% up like the ordinance giving the mayor 20-22, at Cairo. The boat feature will their behalf. It was indeed a soulmayor of Richmond; secretary,'Bruce who
and honestly seeks to that stream. It is thought she is power to revokesaloon licenses when be u very attarctive affair and strong saving and far-reaching theme, to the
fearlessly
W. Trimble, of Mt. Sterling, editor
indorse any and all the stewardess whet` fell overboard the proprietors are convicted of law drawing card. The Egyptian Hust- extent that by request he will speak
We
duty.
his
do
of the Mt. Sterling Advocate; treastheir platforms, Wednesday. May 8, while that craft violation. In order to test this ordi- lers is a body composed of drum- along the same lines this evening.
in
political
parties
urer .1.. C Kelley. of Louisville
party adminis- was eighteen miles above this city in nance Mitchell, who claims the mayor mers and traveling men having At least spat -five came forward
the
in
and
utterances
The following executive comen'tthereby
to give us the Tennessee river.
seek
who
had no right to take his license from Southern Illinois as their territory. for prayer.s
tration
from
tee, consisting of a member
o'clock
ro
morning
about
Yesterday
and
enforcewholesome
righteous
a
him, sold beer yesterday morning to During the gathering they will give
ainsterday afternoon Dire 'Nava
each congressional district in the
and Dick Calissi and Mitchell's brother, a series of motor-boat races under
Eggleston
Herbert
Fireman
will
of
co-operate
ment
law,
weand
•
on "Sanctiiication“ and it was
talked
state, was elected:
with all organizations that have or Watchman John Jacobs of the tow- and the sergeant immediately ar- rules of the American Power Boat a deep and logical discussion.
First district, J. E. Wilhelm, of Paofbe
will
Large
at
prizes
enforcement of any boat Castilla. that is moored over
rested him. No matter what the de- association.
The services continue at 4.3o and
•dtseab; Second district, Dr. K. W. the's purpose the
the island, were shifting some flats, cision of the police court today is, it fered for three distinct classes of
state.
the
all
of
and
laws
disThird
Owensboro;
oi
p. m. each afternoon and even7:30
Conan,
.
for
going
We desire to commend many when the corpse floated to top of the nill be appealed to the circuit court, power boats, three prizes
Allison, of Bowling
trict, R.
a barge. The whether upholding the ordinance or the open boat contest and three mgGreen; Fourth district, the Rev. R. H. faithful, honeet and fearless officials stream from underneath
prizes for the cabin or pleasure boats.
caught the declaring it invalid.
yawl,
a
out
into
come
jumped
two
have
the
who
state
over
district,
'toe, of Vine Grove; Fifth
Divine Returned.
The speed boat race will have a
en- floater and brought it to bank io
Rev. J. R. Henry of the Kentucky
John H. Chandler, of Louisville; Sixth So boldly and successfully for law
trophy' of a magnificent cup given by avenue Presbyter,an church returned
foot of Broadway, from whence it
Reported Shooting.
district, George B. Winslow, of Car- forcement.
Captain Frank Harlan yesterday the Dupont Power company.
We r etifrn our thanks to the press was taken to the undertaking estabIronton; Seventh district, Brice M.
yesterday. from Prineetnn where he
to be got a telephone message stating that
A number of boats from Paducah
Goldsborough, of Georgetown;Eighth of Louisville and the entire state for lishment for embalming, and
a called session of the Pres=
attended
comes back someone had gotten shot aboard a will be entered, one being the private
district, R. L Thurman, of Lawrence- its hearty and helpful indorsement of held until the towboat
bytery that includes. the congregashantyboat down ablaut the Illinois craft recently finished by Messrs. tion at Sixth and Kentucky avenue.
burg; Ninth district, Hiram Daley, of this movement, and look to it as a from its trip.
Miss Woodruff was 36 years of Central incline at foot of Campbell Young Taylor and Henry A Petter lie preached Tuesday evening to a
Pleining0burg; Tenth district, Prof. powerful agency in accomplishing the
age and had been stewardess for five street. Officers were sent down that of the Paducah dry docks. They
Taylor, of Winchester; Elev- work proposed.
large congregation at that neighborWe des re to bear testimony to the years on the Henrietta and other way to make an investigation but claim their tr'm little boat can make ing city.
-entb district, Judge H. C. Faulkner,
good work already done by a class of boats owned by Captain John Sum- could Learn (nothing about anyone forty miles per hour, and expect to
----of Borbotwsville,
carry off the handsome prize. Hon.
newspapers throughout the state edit- mers. • Last week the boat left for getting shot.
Cumberand Presbyterian.
Resolutions Adopted.
John Aisthorp, president of the Cairo
ed by men of a deep sense of civic the Tennessee river, and when eighRev. Joseph McLeskcy. Rel. D. F.
National bank, and president of the
The following resolutions were un- duty who have been nobly discharging teen miles above here late in the af. Continues Getting Better. ,
Mr. J. M. Province and daughFooks,
ternoon, Miss Woodruff left the dinanimously adopted at the morning that obligation.
Mack Islcinney 'continues getting Cairo Boat club, has charge of the ter, Mr. and Mrs. 5, M. Gilbert,
session:
We also ask the pulpit of the state ing hall and walked to the' deck be- better at his home on South Third races.
Messrs. Elmus Rudolph, 011ie Allen,
Every good: citizen will keep the to continue its splendid wort in,force- side thl guards. That was the laat street and the doctors have never
Rudolph and Renjamine RuSamuel
law and every good citizen should ful and telling utterances upon all seen of her, and she either accident- -considered his condition dangerous.
yesterday for Dickson.
dolph
left
'help to enforce the law. Ind fference questions involving, public conscience ally fell overboard or committed, sin- He was mutilated in unprintable
Tenn., to attend ttle annual meeting
are
enforcement
and neglect in law
manner la4 week and claims it was
and individual duty. With a desire cide by leaping into the water.
of the general assembly for the Cumtruly reprehensible, because they are to honor the state we love and to
She was,part owner ot 'the steamer, done by Wm. Hamilton and Coots
berland Presbyterian, church. All are
ma....ammwommlaMO
'often responsible. for the violation of stand in 'the forefront of all that con- came from Marietta, O., abd was Eggleston, who are being held in the
from
the churches of this city and
Columbus 0., May i5.-Everything
the law.
stitutes A law loving, law abiding and possessed of much property, coming coutgy jail for itrOal that will be
county.
of
meeting
in
a
is
the
for
it
readiness
The great need of the state
progressive citizenship, we invite all also from a good family. Several given when McKinney is able to atthe Presbyterian General assembly,
-compact and united organization that who indorse such a motive to join steamboatmen knowing her well tend court
Prayer Service Tonight.
which will begin here tomorrow
will have for its object the following us in this unselfish, non-partisan and identified the corpse yesterday as
This
evening at 7:30 o'clock prayer
morning. This meeting is to mark
work:
Engaged in Fight.
patriotic effort for the maintenance hers. Part of the remains were badly
still _be. held by the Cumberservices'
deFirst-lnformation oi the wowe as of the majesty and efficiency of the decomposed and the remainder in a
Mamie White and Fred Clark, col- an epoch in the history of the
church members at
land
Pre4byterian
to the law regcrdiog crime.
good state of presrvation. She had ored, engaged in a fight down on nomination in America as it is to the residence of Miss Hattie Allep,
•
law..
union
steps
the
in
Siconcf-1y jWg the pulpit, Abe
on a lace shirtwaist. white corset Broadway last evening, and were ar- witness the tinal
WM. J. NAYLOR,
631 Singh Eleventh street.
'press. public (I scnssions and other
cover and underclothing, a brown rested by Officers Cross and Johnson. of the Cumberland Presbyterians and
H. IC. TALOR,
skirt, black hosiery, slippers and Clark had a large rock-and is charged the larger body of American PresbyP HAYNES.
.a.v,allablc means to inculcate- in the
` W. C. T. U. Meets Today.
black belt. The face seems to be with having prepared to strike the terians. after a separation of nearly a
trie6101e the duty of every good citizen
The W. C. T. U. meets this aftercentury.
part in the enforcement ot the
clotted with blood.
negress with it.
noon at the First Baptist church lecThe proposition to consolidate
, When she was missed, about the
lase lay the selection of officials who ROISAPHIS DRY ON AT
room.
ture
three of the great Presbyterian semLEAST ONE SUNDAY. same time the Henrietta sank its
will enforce the law, by standing beStationary Beat.
semTheological
Lane
the
officials
inaries,
was
search
faithful
—
-new
hind and encouraging
fuel flat, and a compl te
Patrolman Elinus Carter, the
Memphis, Tenn., May z.-For the made for her, but lfrr body never policeman chosen Monday night by inary of Cincinnati, the McCormick EGG HATCHES OUT
by giving information of criminal ofAN ENGAGEMENT
, • fense., by being willing to serve on first time in three months, at least, located.
the commissioners, has been given Theological seminary of Chicago and
the Fourth and Broadway stationary the Weitern Theological seminary
•"1:Wive and by aiding in an or- Memphis was "dry" Sunday. The new
Sharpsbure, Ky., May t5.-Thomas
ganized and systematic effort to sup- ninnicipal commission gave strict ordistrict,' his duties being to keep the of Pittsburg, is to be brought before Tally of Mayslick, wrote the words,
Indiana Postmasters Organise,
-press' the violation of any law in their ders to the police to dose up the Milts
vast crowds thinned out at that public the general assembly for discussion. "Wife Wanted" on an egg and signed
on the Sabbath.
Indanapolis, Ind, May 1.-Post- intersection, which is the busiest in The missionary situation is another his name and address beneath. Now
-communities.
masters of many of the chief caties the community, and gets congested matter that pronaises to take up he ix engaged to be marled to Miss
Third-The amendment of defects
Gen. Pau, who succeeded in com- of Indiana met in conference here by the throngs if the patrolman does math of the attention of the meeting. Edith Fleming of Reaville. Ma•,. •I
in existing laws ,so as to render their
Rev. William H. Roberts of Philenforcertient more efficient, and the mand at Nancy,. France, Gen. Rail- today. Before they adjourn it is ex- not keep the populace moving.
we. shipped in a ease of eggs
adelphia,.the chairman of the union egg
Oaetinturt of such new laws as may oud, .relieved of his c,onimpicil for pected that a state avociation will be
Eastern market and sold to a
the
to
committee that so successfully nego,Vrai deetned 'necessary.
talkhg .too much, *has apparently re- formed on lines similar to the organCharged With Stealing.
Boston wholesale produce. num The
Cumberthe
with
merger
Will Carroll, a 17-year-old boy, tiated the
League Recommended.
solved not to be guilty of that fsult., izations already existing in eeveral
Boston 'wholesaler sold the'emto a
. was arrested by the officers yesterday land Presbyterians, probably will be Reedville retailer and Miss Timing
:
Ti accomplish these obiscts we re- Via order of the (lay, in taking other states. Third Assistanf Post
commend the following: The organ- charge, has this: "Appointed to com- master-General A. L...Lewshe and on the chary of stealing a bicycle named as Moderator. Seattle and drew the prise. She wrote to Mr.
t‘,
iz,Atinn of a etate law and order league mand the Twentieth Corps, I take Chief Postoffice Inspector Wi J. from the yard of Samuel Plumb of Kansas,City will aontest for the hon- Tally and the correapoadence resubtwith the usital 'officers and an execu- over the command of that army Vitkery are here from Washington Sixth and Harrison streets. The or of entertaining next year's meet- ed in their engagement. The wed,
of the general assembly.
to address the meetihg.
tive committee composed of the offic- corps from this day forward."
owner left the bike sitting in the
ding will take Dlace in June.
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ENDFERTAINMENT TOMORROW MEMBER COULD 'GOOD RESULT OF profitable Investments In
AT WKINLEY BUILDING
NOT ATTEND MANUAL TRAINING 1 paducab Real estate-now

i

Co Make them--a few
trade Secrete

PRINCIPAL, AND
MISS EMMA MORGAN, THE AB LE
HER
THE "JAIL .COMMITTEE DID RISING YOUNG MAN RECEIVASSISTAN
TS HAVE AMASSED A LARGE
CORPS OF ABLE
NOT HOLD ITS CONFERED FIRST INSTRUCTION
NUMBCER OF ATTRACTIVE FEATURES THAT COMBINE TO
ENCE.
THERE.
FINE CORPS OF ASSISTANAIR.

Low priced lots on the city limits show the largest
per cent profit of any real estate investments. Suburban lots become residence lots just as certain as
the little green apple of the spring becomes the big
red apple hanging in the tree in the fall—This happens with certainty unless the tree dies or the city
stops growing — both very unlikely. The above is
the reason that all regular real estate traders deal
in suburban lots and own very little or no high-priced property. Fountain avenue lots less than 10 years
ago sold for $450.00, that have changed hands lately
at $11500.00 Something like five years ago West
Jefferson lots sold for $350.00—the last sale was
$1,000 for a 50-foot lot. FIGURE THE PER CENT.
FOR YOURSELF. All suburban lots have shown
big profits but these are the leaders. You say the
above is ancient history and will never occur again—
not so, history repeats itself, and just as soon as
some dealer puts another addition on the market directly in the path of the best class of improvements
and be as liberal with wide streets, wide sidewalks,
larger alleys, big lots and park frat trees, and
asks the same low price of say M.00 per lot, then
these same profits will be duplicated. Who knows
what advancement is in store for Paducah within the
next ten years? Don't get left again. Buy one of
these lots. Don't be afraid to bet 000.00 on the city
of Paducah. Get there first is the whole sum of the
experience of the writer after twenty years' trading
in Paducah real estate. These Suburban lots have to
be owned by somebody. Be one of the owners and
share the prosperity of Paducah: Think _this over
and you will find it all right, or ask some one's opinion who you think knows. D 0 N'T GET LEFT
AGAIN.

Expressions From the People Seem Progressive Movement Seems to be
to Indicate Approval of the
Struck Popular Chord Amongst
Recitation—"The Bootblack" — Joe
One of the most elaborate affairs
Basement Plan.
Paducah People.
ever given in the public schools of Knight, Gill Pruess, Raymond Parker.
this city will be the closing exerRecitation—"Kentucky Philosophy"
cises tomorrow afternoon of the Mc- —in darkey costume—Vivian Yates.
On account of Justice Thompson of
The Alumni association members
the
county being unable to come to of this city report that the encourMechanicsb
urg,
Kinley building in
Chorus—(a) Soon. (b) It is May.
the city yesterday, there was not agement they are meeting from all
under the supervision of Mlis§ Emma (c) Tomtit—Miss Morgan's room.
held
the conference between the fiscal, sides regarding establishing manual
Sopranos—Eva
Pruess,
Willie
Morgan, the able principal, and her
court
conamittee and the architect re- training in the Paducah schools, could
corps of talented assistants. The Cooper, J. C. Dinimick, Lorena garding the proposed
new county jail not be more satisfactory, as everyCooper,
McClure,
Gaston
Ulysses
program is a very extensive and well
the
in
basement
the
of
county court body is lending their efforts to -this
arranged affair, to witness rendition Shaffer, James Beale, Eula Spivey, house building, Miginrites Thomp- end, but it cannot
yet be told whether
Raymond Magee, Minnie Gardner,
of which the entire public is cordially Henry Bourgeno, Della Wade, John eon is a memiber of the coMmitteei it will be inaugurated the next term
and the others do not want to act ha l of school, or whether this will have
•
invited, an afternoon of much attrac- Knight, Corbett Lofton.
the proposition until every comusit- to go over until next year.
Altos—Madoline Smith, Marie In- teeman
fon awaiting them. The outline eviis in attendance and can exThe following from the Louisville
dences numbers of a varied nature as gram, Katie Dailey, Rex, Walston, press his views in the premises.
(Ky.) Post shows what can be acMaggie Pool, Lautie Leech, William
follows:
'From every source can be heard complished by a youth who
received
Bourgeno, Morgan Rassman, Annie
expressions from the populace ap- his early training through the
Programme.
manual
Shaffer, Ray Wade, Rebecca _Jones, proving the
suggestion of the corn-I system:
Herald—Ewell Dye.
Ruth Shemwell, Ortense :Bourgeno. mittee
that the new jail be placed
"United States Commissioner lienChorus and March—"Your're a
Violet
Drill—Mabel
Bourgeno, the basement of the court house,
as ry Cassin his received a letter from
Grand. Old Flag"—School.
Madeline Childers, Ethel Merry, Ail- all realize the
vast necessity of mov-: his son, Harry, a bright
young civil
The Flowers' Convention.
een Bourgeno, Rena Raparters.
Mg the objectionable looking jail
engineer employed by the Florida
"Lilly of the Valley—Edna Feegor.
Recitation — "There's Somebody building from the
court house lawn, East Central railway,
"Morning Glory"—Tohn Dye.
stating that he
Knocking"—Selma Walker.
but still keeping it close to the main
"Geranium"—Cora Early.
Recitation (in unison) — Frank building, the two public department expects to visit his parents in June.
s
"Larkspur"—Ruby McClure.
Hendricks, Harry
Clark, Travis being so closely allied from a busi- Young Mr. Cassin is one of the manual boys who is reflecting credit on
"Pansies"—Blanche
Angle
and Cooper, Cecil Ford, Harold Early, ness Standpoint.
his alma mater, as we'l as his home
Ruth Shemwell.
Thago
Therman, Willie Brewer,
A number of smaller cities of this
"Rose"—Emma Wade.
Odie Cooper, Malcolm Ford, Arthur section want to purchase the old jail cal. While not yet of age, _he has
"Sunflower"—Annie Shaffer.
Sanderson, Fred Early, Ethel Con- and the officials will have no trouble been very successful in connection
with his work on one of the most
"White Lilly"—Eva Pruess.
nor.
disposing of it at a good figure.
important
"Dandelion"—Rebecca Jones.
and difficult pieces of railReading—"Knee Deep in June"—
Judge Lightfoot will ascertain from
"Daisy"—Rex Walston.
Minnie Gardner,
all the committeemen when they can road ever built within the confines
"For-get-Me-Not"—Nettie Baker.
attend a meeting, which he will then of this country. Noted engineers all
J. Whitcoemb Riley.
"Violet"—Imogene Keebler.
Vocal
Duet—"Spring"—Soprano, call and go into the details, prepara- over the country have pointed out
tory to reporting to the full court, the Florida East Central railway, now
Musical Drill, "A. B. C."—Rachel Kate Kendall. Alto, Ethel Merry.
Parker, Nettie Baker, Jessee Clark,
Recitation—"Ten True Friends"— recommending the new basement jail. in course of construction, as one of
the most wonderful pieces of engiHerbert Crafton, Rupert Ingram, Herbert Crafton.
Mabel Cartee, Imogene Keebler,
Recitation—"A Bunch of Golden "THIS IS MY 63RD BIRTHDAY" neering work with which they are familiar.
—John Hare.
Maude Brame, Ewell Dye, Herbert Keys"—Robert Feebler.
"It extends from Miami to Key
Shemwell.
Recitation—Rupert Ingram.
John Hare, the distinguished En- West, Fla., and is practically built
Solo and Chorus—" e MultiplicaRecitation—Ewell Dye.
into the ocean a great part of the
tion Table".
Piano Solo — "Larmena
Vocal glish comedian, was born in Lonclon.
May 16. 1844. He made his first ap- way. The work of constructing a
Solo—Fitzhugh Lee Price—Assist- Waltz"—Miss Caroline Ham.
pearance on the stage in 186t. From railway system over mile alter mile
ed in the chorus by Margie Spivey,
(H. Lane Wilson.)
Marie Bryant, Ethel Merry, Della
Song—"Three Lttle Kittens"— 1865 to 1875 he was a member of of swamp and water presents a probGossum, Edna Edwards Elizabeth Theseman Gostatun, Gilbert Wade, the stock company of the old Prince lem which able engineers have said
of Wales' theatre London. He then the builders of the Panama canal
Perkins, Sudie Kendall, Tedy Bou- Dewey iSchmirle, Birdie Herring.
assumed
the management of the old canal could follow with profit to
geno, Nellie Schaiffer, Vera Brame.
Recitation—"The Owl and the PusCourt theatre. In 1879, in conjunc- themselves. Henry Cassin is located
Recitation — 'The
Coming
of sy Cat"—Herbert Shemwell.
Spring"—Glenn Fatilks.
Recitation—"Six Little Maids from tion with Mr. and Mrs. Kendal, he at Sugar Loaf, twenty miles out from
Key West, Fla."
Recitation — ,VA
Boy's School"—Evelyn
Little
Brame
Mandie became joint manager of the St.
'James
theatre.
This
co-partnership
Dream"---Dewey Schneirle.
Board, Lavora
Barnett,
Mandie
Flower Drill—Maggie Pool, Marie Brame, Rachel Parker, Mabel Cartes. lasted -till 1888, and during its conTRY TO SAVE ABE HUMMEL.
Ingram, Ruth Shemwell, Charlie Hill,
Song—"Won't You Play House tinuance they produced some of the
EVELYN'S FOE, FROM JAIL.
Raymond Magee, Nelson Miller, Bir- With Me"—Irene Bourgeno, George most successful plays of the period.
Mr.
Hare
won
fame,
wide
only
not
die Herring, Ruby Leadicker, Ortense Scott.
Convicted Lawyer's Counsel Asks for
Bougeno, Gaston McClure, James
Piano Solo—"Tarentallo"—Mrs, W. for his acting, but for the manner in.,
Certificate of Reasonable Doubt.
which
plays
his
were
presented.
In
Reedle, Ulyssee tSehaffer.
S. Smith.
In
1895
Hare
Mr.
made
Ameri.
his
Recitation—"Little Miss Brier"—
Chorus (two parts)—"Soft O'er the
LONG
HEAL TO STAY
New York, May t5.—Application
can debut at Abbey's theatre. New
Mountain"—Fourth and fifth grades. Stella] Rickman.
was
made
today
Lawyer
John
by
D.
We employ graduate and licensed demises, who are experts and
Recitation—"Evening on the Farm" York, in "The Notorious Mrs. Ebb- Lindsay to Chief Justice
Recitation—"Wasere's Ma. Hat
Edgar M.
smith." Since that time he has made'
—Margie Spivey.
Roy Woods,
all painless methods.
use
Cullen of the court of appeals for a
Recitation—"Green Apples"—Earl several successful tours of America certificate of reasonable doubt, pent,Recitation—"My Shadow"—ThurOur equipment. perfect system and large volume of business make
Lofton.
man Gossman.
ing an appeal to the court of appeals,
possible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
Duett—"Sweet and Low"—Kate U. C. V. SPECIAL TRAIN
Butterfly Drill—Madelline Smith,
I on behalf of Abe Hummel, who was
following
TO
RICHMON
Kendall
D
REUNION
and
Ethel
Merry.
Ruth
Shemwell, Tedy Bougeno,
convicted of conspiracy in he DodgeRecitation—"Tale of the Nose"—
Elizabeth Parkin, Della
Morse divorce case and who was
Gossum,
Plates
$540
Leaves Nashville Monday, May s7th, sentenced to one yar in
Louise Leech, Ortance Bourgerro, Ray Salugiver.
prison and
Gold
Crowns
4.00
at 3 p. m. Over N. C. &
Recitation — "Master
Ethel Merry, Vera Brame, Margie
Johnny's
to pay a fine of $5oo. Justice Cullen
Bridge
Work
4.00
Railway.
St.
L.
Next
Door
Neighbor" — Johnnie
died_ not indicate what his actma
Spivey.
Gold Filings
too
would be but took all the papers in
Recitation—"Two Gardens"1--"The Jones. .
Troop A and Company B, Confed- the case and give the lawyers until
Vocal Solo—"A Creole Lover's
Platinum
City'', Rebecca Jones, "The Country",
Soo
Song"—Dudley Buck and Miss Caro- erate Veterans, have selected the N. tomorrow to file adlitioaal memoSilver
Ortance Bourgeno.
.75
C. & St. L railway and S. A. L. rail- randa.
Gextette—"Out On the Sea"—So- line Ham.
way
via Atlanta as their official routel
A Fairy Play—"The Magic Charm"
pranos, Lorena Cooper, Eva Pruess,
Della Wade.- Altos, Minnnie Gard- (Queen)—Eula Spivey. Brown eyed to the Richmond reunion and ark
Heroine of Crimea is 117.
,
VolCh.
girl, Madoline Srinth. Golden Hair- rangements have been made for al
ner, Annie Schaffer, J. C. Dimick.
I.ondon, May 15.—Lovers of good
special
train
Standard
of
Pullman
Fan Drill—Josie Ames, Edna Ford, ed girl. Louise Leech. Blue eyed girl,
works on both sides of the Atlantic
Mary Walker, Nellie Story, Gerty Evie Simmons. Boy, James Beale. tourist sleepers, comfortable day joined
OF FICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
in sending "Many happy recoaches
and
baggage
car
to
run
Walters, Sara Hendricks, Syvella Little girl, Selma Walker.
turns
of
the
day"
Miss
to
Florence
Office How's: a. m. to II p. m. Sun's 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Bound—"TIflee Blind Mice"—Mor- through to Richmond. The change
Farrow, Bettie Manning, Ura Blewitt,
Nightingale, who was eighty-seven
gan Bassman, Rex Walston, Willie in date of departure to the 27th was
and and Broadway
Selma Walker.
Phone 33o
years old today. For many years
Cooper, Henry Bourgeno, Roy Wade, made so as to take in the Jamestown
the heroine of the Crimea has lived
Raymond Magee, Ulysses Shaffer, Exposition before the reunion. Spe&
cial train will arrive at Richmond in quiet retirement in her house near
Gaston McClure, Wm. Bourgeno.
Park Lane. For more than a decade,
Tuesday
afternoon
and early WedChorus—"The Stars Gave a Ball"—
nesday morning a day trip will be it is pathetic to note, she has not
School.
made down the James river passing been able to leave her home.
March—School.
Jamestown Island and man; points! Though she is extremely feeble in
of interest. Several days will be spent body her mind is as alert and active
LOUISVILLE FIGHTS
at the exposition and then return to a, it w.os when, heading a little band
FOR CONVENTION.
Richmond by boat up the James river, of nurses, she arrived in the Crimea.
in the day time. Special will leave and commenced those ministrations
Taggart at Banquet in Which Plena
Richmond on return tMp after the to the suffering soldiers which won
for Coning - Democratic Gathparade and unveiling of Davis Monu- her the love and gratitude of the En.
ering is Boosted.
ment Monday, June 3, arrTving at glish nation.
Louisville, Ky., May ts.—Thomas Nashsillre Tuesday afternoon. Routind
Cotton Manufacturers Meet.
Tagart, chairman of the democratic trip rate from Paducah to Richmond
Phladelphia
, Pa., May t5.—Cotton
only
$i6So;
Jamestown
boat
ride to
national committee, was one of the
manufacturers from the four corners
Exposition
and
return
Leave
$1.5o.
guests of lionon.at the twentieth anof the earth as well as other men ins'11%1 banquet of. the Commercial club Paducah over N., C. & St. L. railway tercel
in the cotton 'woolen and
at
7:45
a.
In.,
t3a
P.
last night at which a movement to seknit goods industries filled the ball
cure the national democratic conven- m., in ample time to connect with the
room of the Bellevue-Stratford hotel
special.
STRIKE BEGINS IN PANAMA;
fduff
tion for 1008 took definite shape.
If
you are interested call at N., C. at to o'clock this morning when the
WILL DELAY CANAL WORK. s
.
Taggart in a &speech assured the
eleventh
annual convention of the
d
members of the club that he was ar 1St. L. city ticket, o B
American Cotton Manufacturers' as- Steam Shovel Workmen
Want Pop /4)
,
fully convinced as to tbe capability way, or write to W. L. Danley, gen- sociation
was called to order by
eral
passenger
NashviUe,
Tenn.
agent.
i
'Increase to boo a Month.
4
of Louisville to handle the convenPresident Arthur H. Lowe, of Fitchtion both in the matter of hotel acburg, Mass. The association is naGood and Cheap Reading.
Panama, May 15.---The strike of the
commodations and auditorium. Memtional in scope, numbering upwards steam shovel workers, which began
writer
the
If
of
ever
this
out
gets
bers of the club voted $5,000 as a
of one thousand members. There yesterday, the men ttemanding
!means of a fund to be used toward of t.he newspaper business and finds was
a large attendance at the open- per month instead of
that
he
has
an
for
unsatisfied
desire
their Wirt
securing the convention.
more good reading matter he expects ing, the South being especially well salary of $210, continues today. This
to drop into a newspaper office once ,I represented.
Morning only eight steam shovels
KIDNAPED ROY RUNS AWAY, a
week and buy a nickeYs worth of
were at wonk.
Ostend Chess Congress. old papers. He will probably get
Col. Goethals, the chief engineer, Paducah Real Estate. Western Kass.
Tabus His Litde Sister and Flees
twenty-five exchanges and half of! Ostend. Belgium,- May 15.—The is endeavoring to replace the strikers sudsy Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay
From Father to Mother.
them will be metropolitan ncit more ' international chess Congress, for with snrechanics now employed In the met Lois for Investment. Westin
Terre Haute, Ind, May z5.—Euthan a week old. Out of the bunch which preparations have been making shops, and it is reporter? that he has Konescay Roe Estate Journal and
gene and Helen Bogset, aged tt and he will
get a lot of reeding that will for nearly a year opened today at the sent a cablegram to Jackson Smith, Prise List /Pm to Zvarybody. Bebe
3 years, respectively, passed through
fir It. (Mica Fraternity
be as good as could be found in any Kursaal with many of the foremost the member of the canal c
Buildbi&
here today on qieir way to Pittsburg two or three
(or "Da .71
to-cent magazines. The chess experts of Europe in attend- in charce of labor, to contr.
WMITTZMOSCIS,P.
to join the maither, from whom the newspapers of
this country are filled ance. The tournament will continue engineers 11 the United Slides.
AIL go.
father, a coal miner, took them, wiley good stuff
every day of the year, for several weeks, during which
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First.
because it irons smothly, not
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The button holes, or stud
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STATE APPEALS WhiitielllOres1PUTS ICE TRUST
1 OUT OF MISSOURI
BANK LAW SUITS REAL...
PADUCAH FINANCIAL INSTITUITION AFFECTED BY
LITIGATION.

EXCURSION
BULLETIN

...ESTATE...
...BARGAINS

Banks Contend That the State Au,thorities Discriminate in Favor
FRATERNITY BUILDING
of State Sank*.
PHONES 835.

wax.-

"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS'
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars

AGGREGATE FINES OF $32,500
LEVIED AND CHARTER .
IS REVOKED.

SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTEREST ON iT-AND SEE HevrsooN YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG

Central Ice Company, Kansas City
Brewing Company and Others
Are Heavily Fined.

BAND ACCOUNT.

Kansas CU?, Mo., May 15.-The
Thcs.:ite officials at Frankfort
of the People's Ice, Sto:age
charter
of
court
have appei..ed to the circuit
No. rug North 14th. Good threeappeals at Cincinnati, the suits filed room home, 40-ft. tot, $t,to0, half & Fuel company, was revoked today
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
by Judge Walter'A. Powell and the
against the officials by the combina- cash, balance t year.
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
concern prohibiited from doing busition of natOnal banks doing business
adIn
Missouri.
ell
-room
3
of
in
ave.,
ness
the
Salem
1203
state
Vb.
some
in Kentucky, the list including
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
dition, a fine of $15,000 was imposed.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
of the Paducah banks. The banks house, 40-ft. lot. $85o, half cash.
Round trip $16.80.. Special
The Central Ice company was
are fighting the manner in which the
North i6th st. between Harrison
train will leave Paducah about
commonwealth 'authorities assess the and Clay, new 3-room home, ao-foot fined $8,000, the Kansas City Brewcarrying
28th,
ktay
noon,
ers company $5,000, and the Vander.-financial institutions for taxation pur- lot,
Harahan Addition, $1,45o; ;too slice Lynda lee company, $4,500.
duorugh sleepers to Richmond,
poses. The litigation was instituted cash, balance $12.50 per month.
These are the, penalties for violaaccount Confederate Reunion.
in the federal court at the state capiof the Missouri anti-trust law
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
side
north
tol where a decision was rendered
lot;
Jefferson street, $goo
the
in
case of the ice trust.
favoring the banks which protest between 13th and Lath streets.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
The costs are to be assessed equagainst the method of taxation em310 Broadway
Club, $6.g5 roundtrip, May 6th,
Madison street, Fountain Park ad- ally upon the four defendants. If the
ployed by the state board of valuation and assessment on the ground dition, between toth and 17th, lot 5ox three other companies do not pay
returning May 7th; 845 round
their fines within fifteea days their
that it discriminates in favor of state 165 feet, $600, half cash.
trip May ath, good returning
•
charters will also be forfeited.
hanks and trust companies.
Harrison street lots, Terrell's adJune gth; May 5-it-a-as-as and
The last three companies according 32 12 TS 12 23 32 22 22 32 rt 33 22 22 22 22 :2 UUUUUUUUU
amount involved in each case is over dition, to lots $3oo each, $250 cash,
to Judge Powell's decision must imas, June 1-5 and 5th, limit two
$5,000. The state rate of taxation to; balance $50 per month.
mediately quit furnishing ice to the
1906 was so cents per Poo; that o.
days.
People's
Ice, Storage & Fuel comst
the
the several counties in which
Kentucky avenue lot near 13th at.,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. hanks are located ranged ,frout about $400; $50 cash, balance $5 per month. pany, and the People's company
must not receive any more ice from
30 cents to 60 cents on every $100, Lot forty feet.
Mystic Shrine and German Bapthem in fulfillment of existing conand the rate in the cities ran as high
Harrison street, monthly payment tracts.
as 1.75 per $too.
tia Brethren, April 25th to May
amount of the n
In discus.sing
The petitions, which are alike, state lots between oth and 14th, shade
the
cash,
slith; round trip $60.5o, limit
$50
imposed on s:
should
lots
-be
which
trees,
4ost165;
$400,
fines
that the taxation against said banks
•
prosecuting
easy.
the
companies,
balance
guilty
the
and
trust
bein
Kentucky,
companies.
July 31st.
Ice,
People's
"The
attorney
said:
ing against the assets of the institu5 acres Hinkleville road, 1 1-2 miles
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
tions, the value of such assets as are west of city limits, all in woods, Ticioo, Storage & Fuel company could pay a
fine of $25,000 every year and connot by law taxable are required to be one-third cash.
April igth to November 3oth---z5
n
tinue to do business without feeling n
deducted by the board of valuation
never
can
n
This
company
loss.
the
and assessment in order to arrive at
days-$23.75. Coach excursions
Cairo road, Rowlancltown, 4-room
U
the net value of the assets to be taxed house, forty-foot lot, $t,000, $150 cash, do business legally. It was conceived U
on special dates--$18.00 -every
iniquity."
and
sin
in
in
born
and if such "nstitutions should hold *lance $12.50 a month.
UUUUUUUUUUUUU U U UUUn
In reply to the charge that the
any United States government bonds
Tuesday, Unit To days.
be- trust had made from $2400 to $6,000
lot
foot
603E165
street,
5th
South
or the bonds of the state of Kentucky,
•
the value of such bonds must, under tween Adams ard Jackson, $2,000 a day over and above a reasonable
profit, H. B. Timmonds attorney for
the law, be deducted in order to ar- -one-third cash.
defense, caused much amusement
the
rive at the net value tubject to assesMadison street, 4 room house,
ment. It is set up that the board re- northwest corner 9th. joins city an the court room by making a pafuses to allow the national banks electric light.plant, so foot lot, $2000, thetic plea for the widows and orphans who own stock in the People's
any credit on the value of their non- $200 cash, balance $15 per month.
Storage & Fuel company.
Ice,
taxable securities, and thus discrimiThe companies gave notice of apstreet lots, between
tith
North
nate
national
against
banks
favor
in
LIFE,
Assent City Ticket Office.
FIRE,
of state banking institutions. It hap. Boyd and Burnett 4oxi75 feet to peal.
HEALTH,
ACCIDENT,
Fifth and Broadway.
us that in the majority of cases build homes to rent, on'.y $300 each.
BONDS,
PLATE GLASS
the government securities form the
STEAM BOILER.
7-acre farm 5 miles from Paducah BANK ROBBERS GET
LIABILITY,
•
greater part of the assets of the near Mayfield road. Two-room house,
$ro,000 IN TOPEKA.
MARINE.
banks involved. They applied to the too fruit trees; make a fine poultry
court below for an injunction to pre- farm; $65o cash.
Agent Union DepotWork Vault Combination and Overvent the state officers from collecting
look $5,000; Dynarniters Work
to
lot
foot
Scotts°
street
Trimble
the alleged excess amount of taxation.
•
and
at Centralia, Ill.
Ninth
between
rorth side
This was argued on demurrer, which alley,
Tenth. Good home neighborhood,
was overruled in each case and the $1,00ci. half cash.
Topeka. Kan., May 15.-Robbers
injunctions prayea for were allowed
the Citizens' State Savings
entered
Addition.
$2,00o Watts Boulevard
The state takes the appeal.
North
Topeka some time beof
bank
Attonaey-at-Law.
oom house on
Two rstory, six
of business Saturday
close
the
tween
11
'
lot 60xt5o to alley, west side of and yesterday morning. Teo thous'Boom 5, Columbia Building.
Twenty-eighth between Watts BouleWest Virginia Doctors Meet.
PADUCAH,K.
Faces and dollars was taken. Five thousJackson street.
Huntingdon, W. Va., }.fay 15.-The vard and
and dollars were left in plain sight
balance
cash,
$1,000
park.
Old Phone 1992.
members of the West Virginia State Hughes
the vault.
in
per month, 6 per cent. interest.
Medical assoc onion have every reas- $15
work was done either by exThe'
needone
some
on to feel proud of their annual Fine proposition for
perts
by some one who knew the
or
on easy monthly
meeting which opened here today. ing a good home
No explosives were
combinations.
DR. ADRIAN HOYER, The attendance is large and repre- payments. House new.
used. Evidences of the robbery were
sentative of the entire state. while the
cash. 2o acre upland farm first discovered by a clerk. He found
Oltee, 112 1-2 South Fifth. programme. comprising over forty I $1,230
mile from Cairo road on Olivet the door to the vault, which had been
papers on up-to-date topics of inter- church road. Small house, orchard locked at 4 o'clock Saturday .afterOld Pb, Moe, 175.
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, WS
est to the profession, is the best within 3oo yards of R. R. station. noon, standing open, and money on
placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the morn.
have
PADUCAH, TANTUCKY. ever arrayed for a meeting of the It will make fine poultry farm.
the floor of the vault. He at once lug Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is invited to cal
society.
notified Peter Smith, president of the
the address of any r esident of the cities named.
$600. ao west end 50 foot lots on bank, and E. S. Gresser, cashier. The when desiring
The physicians got together this
DX W. C. EITBA.NKS,
afternoon for their opening session, and near Norton street. Some low, three men began an investigation of
which included papers by Dr. T. M. and some not full size. $9, cash $.50 the contents of the vault, and tried
(Homeopathist.)
Hood of Clarksburg, Dr. Robert W. per year, 6 per cent. Good invest- to open the safe. The locks on both
oft* 306 Broadway, Phone 120. Fisher of Morgantown, Dr. H. H. ment for some one.
the vault and safe doo.i were battert
UNITES
OF THE
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
Ilistiesstct, Si° Broadway, Phone tag Young <4 Charleston, Dr. James R.
$2,500 Broadway, No. 2404, corner of ed, but ii was evident that the rob•
STATES.
Blots of 'Huntingdon Dr. S. L. JepTwenty-fourth street, 3 room house, bers had not secured their entrance
son of Wheeling, and several other
stable, 50 loot lot, $1,000 cash, balance in that manner.
List of Directories on File
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D. medical men of prominence.
Inside the vault - a number of money
easy.
The officers in charge of the Conabout.
MANITOU, COLO.
scattered
found
were
sacks
ALLEVOLNY CITY, PA.,
Office 1707 Meyers Street
vention, which will be in session for
$2,500. Jefferson street, north side Pieces of burned matches, a $5 bill, ATLANTA, GA.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
three days, are President Wiliam between Twenty-fourth and Twenty- torn in two, and $1.17 in small change BALTIMORE, MD.
MILWAUKEE, WIS,
Telephone 377.
W. Golden of Elkins, Vice-President fifth streets, five room house nearly were found, The Corner was burned BOSTON, MAIM.
MINNEAPOLIS, ILD/X.
Kentucky. V.
Paducah, : :
T. Churchman of Charleston; Sec- new, so foot lot, stone sidewalk, car off the till.
NASHVILIOL, TENN.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
retary T. W. Moore of Huntingdon, line. One-third cash.
1AUGATUCK, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
NEWARK, N. J.
Secure $1,5oo Cash.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST, and Treasurer T. L. Barber of $300. Two room Mechanicsburg
NEW ALBANY, IND.
Charleston.
Centrallia, Ill., May 15.---The Ex- BUFFALO, N. Y.
house, Vaughan addition, near the change bank at Richview, ten miles
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Trualseart Building.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
big mills. Rents $60 per year or 20 south of this city, was dynamited and CINCINNATI, 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
South Carolina 15.11rs.
Telephone 511-R. .
cent gross.
per
NEWPORT, KY.
Orangeborg, S. C., May 15.--Deelooted by robbers at an early hour CHICAGO, ILL.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY. orations of purple and white adorned $625. Boyd street 5ox150 foot.to this morning. The secured from CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
the hotels and business houses of alley north side, between Eleventh Er.000 to $1,500 in cacti' and escaped COLUMBUS, 0.
KY.
PADUCAH,
COLO.
CITY,
in
clue.
today
the
Orangeburg
of
honor
no
is
COLORADO
There
street
and Twelfth. Faces Trimble
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Elks of South Carolina. who are church. $50 cash, balance easy.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORICHMOND, IND.
holding their fourth annual convenCOVINGTON, KY.
Ofice 525 1-2 Broadway.
. Cured by Imagination.
RICHMOND. VA. - ----avenue, northwest corner
It is conceded by acient:sts that DAYT_QN, 0.
i Phones: Office 870; Res. 272. tion here. The state organization ie Fountain-street,
SALT LAKE CITY, tIVAIL
- -113- a DENVER. COLO.
6 room bowie, porch, ititat•fitatinn has much -1,61-creiin a highly tlour.ahing conditionrand.41Arrison
PADUCAH, KY..
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
the leadiTik cities of the state are bath, itind- neighborhood, $30o0. Easy curative agent. A concrete example DETROIT, MICH.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
COLUMBIA.
experience
Sir
of
terms.
OF
the
DISTRICT
The
in
occurred
convention.
the
at
represented
•
ST. LOUIS, MO.
suffering DULUTH. MINN.
man
A
David.
Humphrey
lodge has arranged many featlocal
Norton.
Souht Eighth, corner
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
SOUTHPORT. CONN.
ures of entertainment for the visitors Three houses on one lot, $acioo from paralysis went to him to he FAIRFIELD. CONN.
SPRINOFTKLD, 0.
• 7C
outing their two days' stay in the $l000 cash, balance easy. Pays 15 per treated by electricity. When the pa- INDIANAPOLIS,
Lawyer.
CONN.
STRATFORD,
as
Davy,
/N11.
himself,
JEFFRRSONVILLI4
seated
city.
had
tient
cent. gross on the investment.
;WA' practice in all courts of
MINN.
CITY,
SUPERIOR
glass
KANSAS CITY, XAS.
a preliminary, placed e small
TOLEDO, O.
Kentucky.
Harahan boulevard lot, west side thermometer beneath his tongue to KNOXVILLE, TWIN.
G. A. R. of Tennessee.
UTICA, N. Y.
Johnson City, Tenn., May 15.-The between Madison and Harrison. Lot take his temperature. The sick man LOS ANGELES, CAL.
WATERBURY, CONN.
annupal encampment of the Grand 50xt6o to alley. Stone sidewalk. thought that this was an instrument LOUISVILLE, KT.
N. Y.
YONKERS,
Army of the Republic, Department of Concrete street. Gas, electric light, for curing him and declared that he MANHATTAN, N. T.
id P. Farley, M. D. C.
$1,000,
neighborhood.
,
System.
VA.
Good
sewer.
his
all
MANCHE/ITER,
the
through
Tennessee
at
Soldiers'
convened
felt it rim
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
ipobog
COPIM or rialtAn DIRECTORY FOR
Home here today with a consider- half cash.
Davy, curious to see what lasting
PARLEY & FISHIDR.
ILALt's
exert,
would
Vetirrinally Surgeons and Dentists. able attendance of veterans from all
imagination
the
Twenty West-rnd lots soutit of effect
$ Office and Hospital, 429 South Third parts of the state. During the forethe man, but tent
between 26th and 29th streets did not undeceive
Norton
St., Paducah, Ky.
noon there were meetings of the ome irregular in size, some low. him away, telling him to return daily
, 1EX41 Phone 1345. New phone 351. council of administration and of the
to have 'he treatment repeated. The 4
a
All for $60o, one-third cash.
Residence, old phone t8t6.
Woman's Relief Corps. The e '•••Efoadway bargain north tide be- man did as he was told an daily sat
campment proper began its sessions twain 13th and 14th. LOt 9sxt6o; in a chair with the end of the little
in the auditorium early this after- two-story 7-room house. $4,000, half thermometer tucked beneath his
11 tl,v
noon. It is understood that resolu- cash.
tongue. In a few days the paralysis
J. M. JONES
tions will be adopted indorsing Gen.
was completely cured by the palot
f•
own imagination.--Dundee
5=165
street
John T Wilder, the present departSeventh
tient's
Dealer in High-Grade
North
ment connnander for Tennessee, for between Mauro. and Madison. $4,go0, Advert
• Pianos and (irons
the office of commander in chief, sub- $SW olds, Iplessr imp -Olga. Ararat •
to think the
6a2 Broadway
ject to action of the coining national Fine lot on Willett to boild aparentott
Lots
ills wads,
is
(Ai Those 113-r
raloon
house.
0(
Padocah, Ky. coovent;on at Saratoga Springs.
wrnas side
a.
-.m.oa

Our Home Savings Bank

THE FOLLOWING RENIXED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED

MECHANIC'S

FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

4

.
.
u
u
n

E. COULSON,

s1i
,
ll
__ _
_MBINCi
anPLII
Steam and Ifot Water Heating, : :
220 N. Third

Phonc 133.

FOR FURTHER PAR
T1CULARS APPLY TO

Oro L Weil & Co

J. T. Donovan,

INSURANCE AGENCY

R. M. Prather

Beth Residence: 72F
Office Phone 369:
CAMPBELL BUILDINF

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

Caron Directory Ciftepany

Of Louisville, KentUM
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS

oPt
ir Register

ii. $4.00
11,CE
CTORY COMPANY
523 Broadway

the Register,

•ihm_

•••

•

per Week

•

BANK WITHHOLDING $11,000
OF DEPOSITORS MONEY

Rupture
Can be cured if the proper truess is

lieved.

We guarantee perfect satis-

faction in every instance. Would be
pleased to have you call and let our

)1. r

i

r I
4 1 N.

Ogre

I

MARSHALL

THIS IS THE CLAIM MADE BY
adjusted. The worst case can he re-

•

AND

AGAINST THE CITY NATIONAL BANK — TWO

GREIST
DIVORCE
N

PETITIONS WERE FILED BY WIVES WHO CLAIM THEIR
MOTION
FOR
HUSBANDS ABANDONED THEM—EVERY
NEW TRIAL WAS OVERRULED

BY

JUDGE—MORTGAGE

Competition
41

DIED

FOR BENEFIT OF BONDHOLDERS.
sss
4 I•
t

-expert examine you.

-

*rigAef_
A DRUG STORE
41111T/5c

BROADWAY.

Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Hu/lees Candies.
22 22 22 22 Vt 22

s:

U

22 22 22 32 22 22 22 22
22

POPULAR WANTS.

12

at 22 12 22 ft 12 tt 22 tt ill 12 22 22 12 12 22 tt
FUR RENT—Nice'y furnished secasnd story.. front room, 837 Jefferson

•

J. B. Marshall and Oliver H. Greist Lacey Hall again,st the Paducah FurII
filed suit in the circuit court yester- niture .Manufacturing company. Hall
bank
injured
was
while working with a
day against the C'y National
for $71,000 claimed due them as the groovesaw at the furniture factory
deposit made at the and sued for $5,000 damages, but got
balance of
nothing. He wanted a second hearfinancial institu ion.
4I
April 27, 79:77, Marshall and Greist ing, but this is now'refused.'
omi
,
t
Ayerto
The
plaintiff's
motion
for
timber
a
of
second
tract
sold a large
4'.
Lord Tie comhany for $85,000 and the trial was overruled in the case of R.
money was paid through the City Na- L. Bean against-H. W. Ellis. Bean
tional bank, out of which it has been sued Ellis for $112 on the ground
• II. 1
checked from time to time. Marshall that Ellis appropriated that much
and Greist state that now they have money of Bean's to Ellis' private
$11.000 .o their credit at the bank but use, while ,working for Bean. Bean
the officials of that institution will lost the case on trial week before
not pay it over, on the ground theat last.
The court overruled the defendant's
W. B. Benedict contends, he has a
claim against it. Marshall and Greist request for a second trial of the suit
•e•
sue to compel the bank to pay over of Greenleaf soainst Gholson. Gholtheir money which they contend the son ran us horse and buggy into ON*6
Greenleaf's horse at Ninth and
bank is withholding illegally.
'Broadway and Greeleaf got about $56
Suits for Divorce.
Essie Ingram filed suit for divorce damages against Gholson who want- 0
'11
from her husband, Clarence Ingram, ed the second trial. Greenleaf's horse
and possession of ther child. She was badly hurt by the accident.
The defendant asked tor a new
claims that during June, terra, he
—I
seduced her under promise of mar- trial and was refused in the case
riage, and that she became pregnant of Fred Roman against the Paducah
company. Roman
was
and informed him of her condition Traction
during October, 1904, when he then thrown Irons a crowded car at Fourth
left the country, but returned during and Broadway while trying to get
February, 7905, and married her. He aboard, and was painfully hurt. He
then left her several times, abandon- sued for S5,000 damages and got a
ing her the last instance during July, judgment for $5oo.
Master commissioner Cecil Reed
Taos, and she says she does not know
his whereabouts. They . married in reported that parties holding $238.50
•I
worth of bits against Fred Hunter
Paris, Tenn.
11
or
Cushman,
had
claims
Fed
their
divorce
suit
for
Jones
filed
Lisle
72-tt.„ t
4I
against her husband, Harmon Jones, in the . suit of .Henrietta Cushman
against
I.u'a
December
75,
White.
married
whom she
The commissioner filed another
loos, at Paris, Tenn. He lived with
her for forty days and then aban- statement showing that $262.33 worth
doned her, so she claims. Besides of claims had been filed against the
y
the divorce she asks for possession A. B. Morris estate in the litigation
of Noah Morriss administrator for A.
of their 1-ttle g'rl. Margaret.
B. Morr's, against J. B. Morris and
Many New Trial Motions.
The plaintiff's motion for a new others.
Powell-Rogers were given a judg- ment for $87.60 agains. W. S. Nortrial was overruled in the suit of
den and to get the money the court
ordered that the master commissioner
sell Norden's gasoline engine and appurthtances, the sale to be made at
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
some convenient date, at public outcry, in the drug store of Dr. Jesse
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers ReGilbert in Mechanicsburg. The judgpaired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
ment was for money due from Norden for machinery sold him by the
Forginga; New Work On r Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
plaintiff.
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines.

WANTED—Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone socit-a.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jefferson street. Old 'Phone 7205.
LOST—One roan mare pony and
one black horse pony. Return to got
Washington street and receive reward.
Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearls, new, cash or payments. 'Phone lova. W. T. Miller
-dt Bro.
— —
WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
UNDERTAKER FINDS
LIFE IN WOMAN HE'S
READY TO EMBALM;
SHE RECOVERS.
Husband, Out Arranging for Funeral,
Faints When He Sees Supposed
Dead Wife Gazing About the
Room.
Syracuse, N. Y, May 75.—While
an undertaker was preparing to emlbalra her, Mrs. John Bogan, wife of
a gate tender employed by the Lackawana railroad, was discovered to be
alive this afternoon.
Bogle was notified while at work
that his wife had died The information was carried by a boarder at the
Bogen residence and. almost frantic,
Bognor returned home His wife lay
motionless on the bed and he supposed her dead.
He immediately sent for an unertaker and made preparations for the
funeral. 'Half an hour later the dead
wagon drew up to the door. One of
the unertaker's assistants went into
the death room and began to unpack
his instruments. He carefully observed the neat' of the woman and
noticed a pulsation. He rushed from
the room and summoned the other
assistant. The woman whom they
thought dead was breathing.
Stimulants were administered and
a physician sent for. Mrs. Bogaa
soon became conscious, and she was
gazing about in wonder at the strangers when her husbaisd entered. He
fainted at the sight.

I

When Our
Prices
Were

BORN
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•
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SUITS AT
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$10 $12.50 $15 $18.50 $20
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THE ONLY CLOTHING STORE
THAT CARRIES THE

rout,

"UNION STORE CARD"
323

BROADWAY

Works Salesroom and 0 ffice First and Kentucky avenue,

JACKSON FOUNDRY ClIb MACHINE CO.

MOVING TRACK
ALONG FIRST
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323
BROADWAY
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ONUMEN TS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monuments which show the best of workmanship and high degree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
Line of curbing and monuments in

Property Sold.
Property on Kentucky avenue has
been sold by S '. Potter to L. L.
Potter for $484, and the deed filed
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
with the county clerk yesterday.
line in the Purchase.
210 South Third St.
Cora I- Peal transferred land in
the county to Henry Hastings for
$1 and other considerations.
Property on the Lovelaceville and
Metropolis road has been bought
by Cora D. Peal from F. M. Kelly
for $5 and other considerations
1111111111M

WHITE BLEACHING STONE

J.E.Williamson&Co

:2 it it it tt it it it it it it it it
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
The state pharmacy board has beBig Mortgage Piled.
gun a campaign which means a war
The Paducah and Illinois FerryLABORERS NOW on the 'dope" sellers in Kentucky
RAILROAD
boat company filed a document, mortHAVE POSSESSION OF
There is not a city or town in the gaging their ferryboat, Bettie Owen,
STREET.
sIate in which drugs are sold that the
for benefit of Samuel Hughes, truslaw regulating the sale of poisons is
tee, for $25,000 worth of bondholders.
not violated. Morphine, cocaine and
The line s the property of the Owen
It Will Take Only About One Week other drugs are sold to men and wo- brothers who recently incorporated
men—and even children--indiscrimior Ten Days to Have the Rails
`under the mentioned head.
When you buy a Fountain Pen from us you can give it a thorough
stately, especially to the habitual users
Out of Highway Center.
of such rugs. Many of the negro wotrial, test it in every way, fin d out if the point snits you, we bow
men who are arraigned in the city
Budweiser, king of bottled beers,
perfectly it feeds, see that it does not leak or overflow, in fact.
The Illinois Central railroad has courts in the state on the charge of in family size cases of two dozes
co- bottles to the case, delivered to any
you are to be your own judge as to whether or not you have exstarted its laborers to work digging drunkenness, are intoxicated on
caine or other drugs instead- of !ft- part of the city on short notice. Anfor the roadbed in which will be
actly the pen you want If it does not suit you in every gardentoxicating drinks, such as are sold by heuser-Busch Brewing Association
placed the rails and ties on the east
lar, return it and GET YOUR MONEY.
the licensed saloons.
Branch; both phones tts. J. H.
side of South First street between
Of
'course
druggists
there
are
in
manager.
Steffen,
We have a fine lists, all kinds of points, from $1.00 to $5-00.
Broadway and Washington. The
Owensboro who do not violate this
contractor has Unished laying the
Suppose
you try one of our Parker "Lucky Curve" Pens. You can't
law, bt* the police department of the
storm sewers . all siting those two
city can furnish proof of the fact that line by aiding the police in detecting
go wwrong if you buy it.
L !I wr1132.1 1EIEHMIIIIIIII
blocks, and now the railroad people there
are some who do. because they the guilty drugists, because the poorder
to
are
possession
in
given
full
TWO PERFORMANCES--a AND
make many arrests of persons who lice of any city will tell you that OS&
move the river front switch tracks are
8 P. M. SHARP.
BOOk 01),
habitual users of cocaine and mor- of the most difficelt criminals to catch.
from ceater of First street over to the phine. If
the law were strictly com- is the druggist who violates the law
east side where would run the pave- plied with
persons addicted to the in the sale of poisons. He does not
ment, if one was laid. If good habitual use of
At, Harbour's Departausat,_Store
poisonous drugs could put up the article illegally sold in a
weather prevails ,the railroaders will not purchase them. But some &rugpackage bearing one of his labels- and
finish in about one week or ten days, giitg, Vice some saloonkeepers, have it seemt,thas the victim
•
the drug 1
and when they complete removal of little regard for the law.
habit cannot be induced by arrest and
the rails the contractors will again
Perhaps the recently organized law punishment to divulge the names of
For the most improved method of ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
take charge for the city and -excavate and order league might be able to do those druggists"
ey,1
from whom
the entire two blocks for the brick some very effective worio along this malice their purchases.
AND OET RESULTS.
carpet cleaning, phone 127.
street and concrete pavement on the
west side of the thoroughfare. It was
orignally
intended that the pave00 New Animal Acts by soo New
ment should 'be only eight feet in
Animal Actors—Everything
width, but the hoard of works has
New This Season.
WACO"—The only Baby Camel in decided on twelve feet in width, according to the wishes of the property
America, born in Waco,
owners who pay for the work.
Texas, April 27.
ARENIC ACTS--it
T —GREA T
Hand beat carpets are not clean.
The Wonderful Juggling
have a machine. Phone sat.
We
5-1442rmims-5
Troupe
-6
6—The Marvelous Namba
Must Spell Out Words.
...•
The Most Wonderful of All
Hopkinaville,
Ky., May 75.—County
Japanese Acrobats and
Attorney Jolla C. Duffy, acting upon
•••
Athletes.
instructions from Commonwealth's
EVFPI
'Aftborsey Denny P. Smith, has filed
E
ere auks for $sco each against the
A Mile of GI ttering Gorgeousness Cminberland Telephone and Telegraph
-Starts from Show Grounds at to a. m. company charging them with having
ONE _TICKET ADMITS TO ALL. omitted the word "incorporated" from
INCORPORATED
MamMooth Menagerie Open for their advertisements which were inThe
newspaper.
Inspection one hour before Circus sell
"In a local
advertisements complained of the abperformance. Waterproof Tents.
breviation :Inc " appeared

FOUNTAIN PEN TALK

And A Guarantee that Makes You Satiated
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D.E.Wilson
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FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254

GENUINE
TRADEWATER

COAL
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est Kentucky Coal Co.
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